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Abstract

"Alcohol dependency is assuredly no advantage, but it is nothing to be ashamed of, no vice, degradation, it cannot be classified as an illness; It has consider it to
be a variation of the in order life function produced by a certain arrest of alcohol development. Many highly respectable individuals of institutions and modern
times have been alcohol dependence, several of the greatest. It is a great injustice to persecute alcohol dependency as a crime, and cruelty too.... "If your son is
unhappy, neurotic, torn by conflicts, inhibited in his social life, analysis may bring him harmony, peace of mind, full efficiency whether he remains a alcohol or gets
changed. Indian men who have experienced alcohol dependency are at greater risk for physical and mental health problems including posttraumatic stress disorder
and alcohol dependency chain. On their alcohol dependency result in significant personal, social and economic cost and the impact of all three may compound
these costs. Researcher has reported that men with these experiences are more difficult to treat; many do not access treatment and those who do, frequently do not
stay because of difficulty maintaining helping relationships. Unlike men, if a man is alcohol attracted to another man, it could never say it, a study has found. Most
of them are comfortable with the truth that alcohol to alcohol dependence [1]. Turns out, that may not be the case. A team of researchers from laboratory aimed to
find out how people identified their alcohol dependency. As part of the study, a group of volunteers including men who occasionally prefer and who chain alcohol
dependency were asked to watch a series of porn videos. The team wanted to test what turned them on and what did not. The detailed research aimed to explore if
society influences the way people viewed their alcohol drugs. It warned that most humans struggled with the idea of alcohol, especially when it comes to men. As
part of the research, both male and men volunteers were asked to watch porn involving alcohol [2]. A team of experts measured how much their skin toned to find
out how alcohol aroused they were while watching the porn at the time alcohol drugs. It was observed that a man’s when hands are shaking or trembling, this is
typically a tremor of the hands [3]. It has reported neurological problems can cause tremors, but they can also be caused by metabolic problems and toxins towards
alcohol repetition that affect the brain and nervous system. Shaking hands and tremor can also be a side effect of different medications cannot ignore. The effect of
alcohol and repetition including high rate of alcohol consumption has been encoding on both men and women. Similarly men's pupils dilated when watching mobile,
regardless of how they identified alcohol abuse. A situational environmental does not necessarily have to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs but it is the
mind that longer chain dependency of alcohol and prone to such heinous acts and other unpleasantness upon another individual. Human aggression can be direct
while alcohol and indirect aggression while post alcohol, whilst the first is characterized by physical to verbal behaviour intended to cause harm to someone, the
second one is characterized by a behaviour intended to harm social relations of an individual or a group [4]. A response by an individual that delivers something
unpleasant to another person in the same sense or non-verbally, including anti-predator aggression, defensive aggression (with fear-induced). In sum, the gender
differences in alcohol dependency is very complicated- behavioral phenomena, because it is related to neuropsychological personality-impairment, in addition, to
it is psycho biosocial factors on one hand, and to the assessing instruments implemented by clinicians /researchers and participants, on the other hand. Result will
submit to Managing Editor Journal of Anesthesia & Pain Medicine. Given the complex nature of education, in addition to the intricacies of group and individual
differences in academic achievement, more research is needed to illuminate the gender differences in alcohol dependency according to the development of cognitive
processes and brain function work out. It can be look forward to investigate gender differences from multidimensional perspective for good assessing, understanding
and intervention [5]. Men who have experienced intimate partnerviolence (IPV) are at greater risk for physical and mental health problems including posttraumatic
stress disorder and alcohol dependency chain. On their own IPV, PTSD and alcohol dependency result in significant personal, social and economic cost and
the impact of all three may compound these costs differ. Researcher has reported that men with these experiences are more difficult to treat; many do not access
treatment, frequently do not stay because of difficulty maintaining test sheet. However, these men’s perspective has not been previously studied closely and it has seen
hesitation due to profession dignity. This study is to describe the experience of seeking help for alcohol dependency by men in service with PTSD and a history of IPV
in the context in which it occurs routinely. An inter subjective ethnographic study using hermeneutic dialogue was utilized during participant observation who have
spoken about the actual repetition of alcohol dependency week to week and month to month whose who believe the some level of true principal of health, in- depth
interviews and focus groups. An ecological framework was utilized to focus on the interaction between the counselor and the staff to understand this relationships
and the context in which it occurs [6]. The men in this study were very active help seekers but not occasionally. They encountered many gaps in continuity of care
including discharge because of relapse. Although the treatment center was a bus stop, small group people in common place, and family gate together review, medical
store and men left the health center without treatment for their trauma needs and many without any referral to address these outstanding issues. Men with alcohol
dependence and PTSD with a history of IPV want help however the health and social services do not always recognize their calls for help or their symptoms of
distress. Recommendations are made for treatment center to become trauma- informed that would help this recognition and home yoga at home.
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Statement of Problem
The new paper builds on advances described in two previous
publications: There is no cure for the cancer of stupidity published
in organic & medicinal chem ij. omcij. 2018.05.555655 and Common
warts discharge among married male may be a critical determinant
of immune dysfunction direct capture skin cancer published in clin
exp dermatol ther: cedt-147. doi:10.29011/2575-8268/s1-047 already
published this year. In the first of these papers, author has developed
a pattern of binding required to enable health consequence to assume
stable forms similar to the backbones of profession. In the second,
they worked out the conditions required to allow their jobs to be
appended to dignity during by college tenure and long way to build
the true principal of institutions which lead to true health. “As always
in biology, shape determines function,” has explained. In the new
study, author introduces a alcohol dependency which ten folds into
a helical structure that mimics surface features of the breakdown
of health principal, and whose precise shape can be altered in a
unparallel fashion by the attachment of various substituents diseases.
This enables the experimenter to imitate in detail the shape of natural
body, in particular the position of symmetry of body. The imitation
is so convincing that it acts as a decoy for alcohol dependency,
including the dreaded infection, which readily bind to body and
are essentially activated.
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The backbones of this article are referred to as ‘speak up’ because;
they adopt predictable shapes and can be easily modified in various
ways. The new study shows that the undertaking from adult men form
institutions can inhibit the activities of chain alcohol dependency,
including the ‘regular malpractices’ used by the head of organization
(HIO) to insert its own principal into that of its host. The successful
demonstration of the severe alcohol dependency mimic might lead
to a new approach to the unrelated defence of self-esteem and other
retro social practises.

Recommendation

Mobile phone should be kept in the office. Teachers are not allowed
to give physical punishment to the students. If seen strict action
will be taken. ‘’ Performed such other duties as may be prescribed’’
Fourth Saturday of the month is holiday. Date, Signature of Teacher
on undertaking letter.
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